
Plan your ultimate, custom-designed Nordic experience where every moment and every memory is 
cleverly chosen to last a lifetime; every accommodation and mode of transportation is carefully considered 

for luxurious comfort and indulgence; and every detail is tailored to suit your unique aspirations.

Contact our Sales Director Mrs. Annika Eerola:

+358 50 338 1366    |    annika@nordiqueluxury.com    |   concierge@nordiqueluxury.com



Capital-Hopping in Scandinavia
SAMPLE ITINERARY

Invigorate your mind and senses with an unforgettable excursion to the 
Nordic capital cities of Helsinki, Stockholm, and Copenhagen.

6 DAYS   |   2 ADULTS, 2 CHILDREN   |   24/7 CONCIERGE SERVICES & HOST

Day 1: Finland
Arrive in Helsinki and enjoy a VIP transfer to the Hotel 

Kamp. Meet the host and discuss any last-minute 
wishes while you review the travel plan, then head off 

for a relaxing Scandinavian spa treatment. End the 
day with a private dinner with Finnish delicatess. 

Day 2: Finland & Sweden
Spend the morning touring Helsinki’s history and 

architecture. After lunch, go out for a bit of shopping 
before jetting off to your next destination where you’ll 

be greeted with private transit. Finish the day with 
delicious Swedish fare before retiring to your luxury 

apartment accommodations.

Day 3: Sweden
Hop aboard a luxury yacht and weave your way 

through coastal archipelagos as you explore 
Stockholm. Enjoy a charming seaside lunch and marvel 

at medieval architecture and history, picturesque 
parks, and cozy cafes along the winding cobblestone 
streets. Treat yourself to a gastronomic delight with a 

sumptuous dinner prepared by a private chef.

Day 4: Sweden & Denmark
Fill your home or closet with fashionable Nordic 

designs during your private, expertly hosted 
shopping tour. Learn to fika like a Swede―find 
respite in coffee, cake, and friendship―before 
boarding your private jet to Copenhagen. After 

settling in at the Nimb hotel, take a stroll around the 
stunning Tivoli gardens, and satisfy your palate with 

delectable cuisine to cap off your evening.

Day 5: Denmark
After a delicious Danish breakfast, spend the day 
sightseeing and soaking in the Danish tradition of 

“hygge,” the cozy, contented ambiance characterized 
by Danish lifestyle. If you have a zest for design, get 
away for the afternoon and tour the fashion houses 

and interior design shops Denmark is known for while 
a private nanny entertains your children. Culminate 

your trip with an ambrosial Michelin-star dinner.

Day 6: Flight to USA
Revel in the incredible memories made as you 

embark on your journey home. 

No request too big, no desire impossible. 
At NORDIQUE, our highly trusted team of travel and lifestyle experts spark your imagination with 

unforgettable experiences tailored to your every wish. NORDIQUE excursions are highly customized, 
skillfully organized and executed by our team with discretion, safety*, and style in mind. 

*All trips are designed with Covid-19 restrictions in mind


